A BLESSING FOR HUMANITY
May you find sweet relief in the Mystery of life; greet it with curiosity and calm.
Trusting in the unknown as much as to be known, and celebrate the quirks of
Nature’s Law.
May you heed the calling of your wild instinctive voice. Qualify pure logic with your
soul. And harmonize the heart and mind as synergetic magic.
Spirit speaks as heartbeats unfold.
May you always strive for Peace yet listen to your anger, tamed to calm expressions of
your truth. Lend some space for outrage, uncaged, get enraged but temper primal
instinct without violence.
May you uphold life as Sacredness and look no further than your nose to revel in the
miracle you are. Acknowledge as a Human Race: Our hearts connect as Sacred space,
connecting like a sister and a brother.
May you Play the games of child’s play and drop the game of war. It is our blessed
birthright to be happy. Take your sadness by the hand – sing it, dance it, paint it free!
Never grow without your inner-child.
May you pour your heart contagiously into your Community. Receive its gifts and
offer an exchange. Hold, and be held. Share, don’t compare.
Community is in and of us all.
May you question constant gain and instead, offer Gratitude – a never-ending balm
for the wanting. Being grateful heralds freedom from suffering, bitterness and fear.
May you learn to respect what you might neglect: your broken dreams, troubled past,
shadows and the Dark. Without them we are unreal and with them with we are whole.
Feed them with love and wisdom ‘til you see the Light.
May you dare to break the rules governed by the golden rule:
Love for life is all that life is asking.
With tenderness, vulnerability, compassion and your faith,
live your life as if it were love-making.
And may you treasure daily time devoted to one simple art:
The Mastery of Self-Love Unconditional.
Know it as your alchemy, a remedy and choice.
Feel it in your palm to chest united.
Love Always,
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